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SPUTNIK. WPD July 8, 2011 

Sputnik again orbited the earth on Thursday night, July 7, at SCIENCE BUZZ CAFE #xxx. 
It was launched by Robert Porter and kept in orbit by a NOV A rerun. But .unlike the global news 
spread at the actual launch of Sputnik on October 4, 1957, the news accompanying this 
"relaunch" focused on the struggle between the three agendas that resulted in earth's first 
artificial satellite: Agenda # 1 The development of ICBMs, Agenda #2 Safer ways of acquiring 
military intelligence, and Agenda #3 Extending scientific and engineering knowledge to enable 
humans to explore space and fly to the moon and stars. The relaunch news also named the 
principal characters who had roles in Sputnik history. Most important among these players were 
a weapons designer for the Wehrmacht and an American general who oversaw the defeat of the 
Wehrmacht:: Wernher von Braun and Dwight Eisenhower .. 

Wernher von Braun was an engineering genius who solved many of the technical 
problems of liquid fuel rockets. He and his team at Peenemiinde. designed and built the V-2, 
the most advanced rocket of World War IL. used mainly to terrify those in the British Isles. 
Nonetheless, von Braun's personal motives were centered on agenda #3, the conquest of space. 
He said "My job is to make the rockets go up. Where they come down is not my department." 
However, he went along with the use of slave labor taken from concentration camps to make the 
rockets. With the defeat of the Third Reich in the spring of 1945, von Braun surrendered to the 
Americans. He and part of his Peenemunde team were brought to America to work on rockets 
for the U.S. military. Other members of the team were taken by the Soviets and used for the 
same purpose. 

Dwight Davlfd Eisenhower was the president of the United States from 1953 to 1961. 
His military experience had convinced him that one of the most important defensive weapons 
was good intelligence. Soviet planes had shot down American spy planes that had penetrated 
Soviet air space,. a possible trigger for war. Eisenhower had the idea if we could get intelligence 
from above air space there would be less likelihood of sparking conflict. He felt that, like a 
nation's sovereignty over the seas was limited to a few miles off shore, a nation's sovereignty of 
the space overhead should be limited to air space. Above the atmosphere, like freedom of the 
seas, was to be freedom of space. The launch of Sputnik gave an opportunity to implement this 
policy. Eisenhower gave orders that Sputnik was to be ignored, not attacked. He felt if the first 
satellite had been American, and the Soviets had attacked it, the principal of freedom of space 
would be dead before born. But because the Soviets were first in space, Eisenhower's doctrine 
of freedom of space won. 

When the "relaunch Sputnik" burned up in the atmosphere after one orbit, Robert Porter 
closed the meeting by reminding us of Eisenhower's views regarding Agenda #1: 

"Every gun that is made, warship launched, every rocket fired, 
signifies in the final sense a theft from those who hunger and 

are not fed, from those who are cold and not clothed. This world 
in arms is not spending money alone. It is spending the sweat of 
its laborers, the genius of its scientists, the hope of its children. 
This is not at all a way of life in any true sense. Under the cloud 
of war, humanity is hanging on a cross of iron." 
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OCTFOUR.WPD October 4, 2007 SR 

THE EPIPHANY OF OCTOBER 4m 

Sh,ortly.after joining the RAND. Corporation .in June of 1957, I a..+tended e 
conference of top Pentagon figures and CEOs of major defense corporations. The 
conference was principally about "'Where do we g-0. :fro:m here?". An1ong the 
presentations was a forecast made by a staff member of RAND. He said, "From my 
studies of Soviet thinking and planning I would like to make a prediction. On next 
October 4th

, the 100th anniversary of Tsiolkovski's birth, the Soviets plan to put an object 
into orbit about the earth." 

The response to this prediction by the top generals and CEOs was ridicule and 
scoffing. "They couldn't do anything like that for decades." Nonetheless, the following 
autumn on October 4, 1957, Sputnik began to orbit the earth. The response is now history. 

It is customary to think that the "Atomic Age" began on July 16, 1945 when the 
first nuclear bomb was exploded near Alamogordo, New Mexico. And to think that the 
"Space Age" began with the launching ofSputnik. But perhaps the Space Age really 
began on July 16, 1969 with the launch of Apollo 11 and the landing of humans on the 
moon . "A small step for one man, but a giant step for all mankind" . 

But with this first landing on the moon, more than the space age was launched. 
Something happened to mankind's world view. Not only were astronauts caught up in an 
expanded vision as they looked back on that "fragile blue globe"called Earth, but people 
in all lands felt the power of the vision. It was not just Armstrong and Aldrin , not just 
NASA, not just the USA that did this: WE, all of us, did it. We humans have walked on 
the moon! Human identity suddenly burst beyond the traditional borders of nations, 
races, religions, .... We people of the earth have done this! There was a realization not 
only of what we could do, but of who we really were. We found a planet wide identity! 

Decades later, this vision has not completely died, but the business-as-usual types 
have diverted space from a domain containing the challenges of mystery, discovery, and 
emergence to a domain for new weapon systems. As with former epiphanies-those 
moments when we glimpse who we are and sense our connections with the beyond, with 
the larger, with the higher- many do not grasp the meaning but can only focus on what 
might be accrued for power and profit through exploitation of new capabilities . 
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seconds direct view of the spectacle. Here we were suspended half way 
between heaven and earth and there was the amazing corona of the sun and 
adjacent were stars and planets that would not be visible again until another 
time of year. The whole universe was displayed above and beneath us. I had 
the strongest feeling that if I could just look at this spectacle long enough I 
could penetrate further into the truth than with all the data we could ever collect 
with our instruments. In that moment of deep darkness, I felt for the first time 
the oneness of all things, the earth, the sun, the stars, and we ourselves in the 
middle of it all. This was enlightenment. This was a glimpse of God. 

You know, today I can't remember what the purpose of our observations 
was. We collected and reduced our data, wrote and published the report and it 
sits on some shelves in some libraries. But that does not matter. The 
exploration began with a telescope, but the message was received with the 
heart. For me now darkness is not fearful nor depressing. It has become 
through the path of knowing a way to the mystic's 'cloud of unknowing'. And 
this is what the darkness of Advent can be. 

I often think about the astronauts and their encounter with darkness.. In 
outer space all is black. But this is curious because space is filled with light. 
Light is everywhere and nowhere, and only when it strikes a bit of matter does 
it manifest itself. This give~ us a different way to look at light and dark, 
perhaps closer to the way it was before God separated the light from the 
darkness to make day and night. It is only on the surface of the earth that light 
and dark are so separated. Elsewhere they are intimately intertwined. I think 
this is why it is said that 'to God light and dark are as one'. I feel the time has 
come for us to venture into the darkness knowing that in its depths we will find 
a light greater than any we have known . 
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SPACEAGE.WPD July 17, 2005 

SOME NOTES ABOUT EXPLORING SPACE 

The "official" beginning of the space age has been taken as the launching of Sputnik by 
the Russians on the 100m anniversary of the birth of K. E. Tsiolkovski, October 4, 1957. 1 This 
was followed in rapid succession by the launch of several earth orbiters by both the USSR and 
the USA. The first non-orbiter was the Soviet Mechta sent to the moon January 2, 1959. The 
first man in space was Yuri Gagarin, April 12, 1961. As the ability to penetrate space grew, the 
effort split into two modes and two objectives. The two modes were manned and unmanned 
exploration, The two objectives were knowledge, discover what was out there, and put our 
capabilities in space to practical uses. In the manned-exploration of space we hoped to learn not 
only about space but about ourselves. And perhaps eventually to learn how to ask some "non
earth" questions. In unmanned exploration we hoped to learn answers to many earth-based 
questions, but perhaps little else. 

Communication 
and 

Meteorology 
Satellites 

SYNCHRONIC 

Space Stations 

Manon Moon 

SPACE 

MAN 

Lunar and Planetary 
Probes 

Space Telescopes 

Space Medicine 

SETI 

DIACHRONIC 

1The first recorded attempt to launch something from earth into orbit was made by Fritz 
Zwicky and a group from CalTech at White Sands, New Mexico, on December 14, 1948 using a 
two stage V-2 / Wac Corporal rocket equipped with a shaped charge device. Whether the small 
particles fired by the shaped charge went into orbit is not known. No trails were photographed. 
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Leap.wpd 

By TOM WOLFE 
Published: July 18, 2009 

July 19, 2009 

WELL, let's see now ... That was a small step for Neil Armstrong, a giant leap for mankind and a 
real knee in the groin for NASA. 
The American space program, the greatest, grandest, most Promethean - O.K. ifl add 
"godlike"?-quest in the history of the world, died in infancy at 10:56 p.m. New York time on 
July 20, 1969, the moment the foot of Apollo 11 's Commander Armstrong touched the surface of 
the Moon. 

It was no ordinary dead-and-be-done-with-it death. It was full-blown purgatory, purgatory being 
the holding pen for recently deceased but still restless souls awaiting judgment by a Higher 
Authority. 

Like many another youngster at that time, or maybe retro-youngster in my case, I was fascinated 
by the astronauts after Apollo 11. I even dared to dream of writing a book about them someday. 
If anyone had told me in July 1969 that the sound of Neil Armstrong's small step plus mankind's 
big one was the shuffie of pallbearers at graveside, I would have averted my eyes and shaken my 
head in pity. Poor guy's bucket's got a hole in it. 

Why, putting a man on the Moon was just the beginning, the prelude, the prologue! The Moon 
was nothing but a little satellite of Earth. The great adventure was going to be the exploration of 
the planets ... Mars first, then Venus, then Pluto. Jupiter, Mercury, Saturn, Neptune and Uranus? 
NASA would figure out their slots in the schedule in due course. In any case, we Americans 
wouldn't stop until we had explored the entire solar system. And after that ... the galaxies 
beyond. 

NASA had long since been all set to send men to Mars, starting with manned fly-bys of the 
planet in 1975. Wernher von Braun, the German rocket scientist who had come over to our side 
in 1945, had been designing a manned Mars project from the moment he arrived. In 1952 he 
published his Mars Project as a series of graphic articles called "Man Will Conquer Space Soon" 
in Collier's magazine. It created a sensation. He was front and center in 1961 when NASA 
undertook Project Empire, which resulted in working plans for a manned Mars mission. Given 
the epic, the saga, the triumph of Project Apollo, Mars would naturally come next. All NASA 
and von Braun needed was the president's and Congress's blessings and the great adventure was 
a Go. Why would they so much as blink before saying the word? 

Three months after the landing, however, in October 1969, I began to wonder ... I was in 
Florida, at Cape Kennedy, the space program's launching facility, aboard a NASA tour bus. The 
bus's Spielmeister was a tall-fair-and-handsome man in his late 30s ... and a real piece oflumber 
when it came to telling tourists on a tour bus what they were looking at. He was so bad, I 
couldn't resist striking up a conversation at the end of the tour . 

Page 1 of 5 
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Sure enough, it turned out he had not been put on Earth for this job. He was an engineer who 
until recently had been a NASA heat-shield specialist. A baffling wave of layoffs had begun, and 
his job was eliminated. It was so bad he was lucky to have gotten this stand-up Spielmeister gig 
on a tour bus. Neil Armstrong and his two crew mates, Buzz Aldrin and Mike Collins, were still 
on their triumphal world tour ... while back home, NASA's irreplaceable team of highly 
motivated space scientists - irreplaceable! - there were no others! ... anywhere! ... You 
couldn't just run an ad saying, "Help Wanted: Experienced heat-shield expert" ... the 
irreplaceable team was breaking up, scattering in nobody knows how many hopeless directions. 

How could such a thing happen? In hindsight, the answer is obvious. NASA had neglected to 
recruit a corps of philosophers. 
From the moment the Soviets launched Sputnik I into orbit around the Earth in 1957, everybody 
from Presidents Eisenhower, Kennedy and Johnson on down looked upon the so-called space 
race as just one thing: a military contest. At first there was alarm over the Soviets' seizure of the 
"strategic high ground" of space. They were already up there - right above us! They could now 
hurl thunderbolts down whenever and wherever they wanted. And what could we do about it? 
Nothing. Ka-boom! There goes Bangor ... Ka-boom! There goes Boston ... Ka-boom! There goes 
New York ... Baltimore ... Washington ... St. Louis ... Denver ... SanJose-blownaway!-just 
like that. 

Physicists were quick to point out that nobody would choose space as a place from which to 
attack Earth. The spacecraft, the missile, the Earth itself, plus the Earth's own rotation, would be 
traveling at wildly different speeds upon wildly different geometric planes. You would run into 
the notorious "three body problem" and then some. You'd have to be crazy. The target would be 
untouched and you would wind up on the floor in a fetal ball, twitching and gibbering. On the 
other hand, the rockets that had lifted the Soviets' five-ton manned ships into orbit were worth 
thinking about. They were clearly powerful enough to reach any place on Earth with nuclear 
warheads. 
But that wasn't what was on President Kennedy's mind when he summoned NASA's 
administrator, James Webb, and Webb's deputy, Hugh Dryden, to the White House in April 
1961. The president was in a terrible funk. He kept muttering: "If somebody can just tell me how 
to catch up. Let's find somebody-anybody ... There's nothing more important." He kept 
saying, "We've got to catch up." Catching up had become his obsession. He never so much as 
mentioned the rockets. 

Dryden said that, frankly, there was no way we could catch up with the Soviets when it came to 
orbital flights. A better idea would be to announce a crash program on the scale of the Manhattan 
Project, which had produced the atomic bomb. Only the aim this time would be to put a man on 
the Moon within the next 10 years. 
Barely a month later Kennedy made his famous oration before Congress: "I believe that this 
nation should commit itself to achieving the goal, before this decade is out, of landing a man on 
the Moon and returning him safely to Earth." He neglected to mention Dryden . 

Page 2 of 5 
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INTUITIVELY, not consciously, Kennedy had chosen another form of military contest, an oddly 
ancient and archaic one. It was called "single combat." 
The best known of all single combats was David versus Goliath. Before opposing armies clashed 
in all-out combat, each would send forth its "champion," and the two would fight to the death, 
usually with swords. The victor would cut off the head of the loser and brandish it aloft by its 
hair. 
The deadly duel didn't take the place of the all-out battle. It was regarded as a sign of which way 
the gods were leaning. The two armies then had it out on the battlefield ... unless one army fled in 
terror upon seeing its champion slaughtered. There you have the Philistines when Little David 
killed their giant, Goliath ... and cut his head off and brandished it aloft by its hair (1 Samuel 
17: 1-58). They were overcome by a mad desire to be somewhere else. (The Israelites pursued and 
destroyed them.) 
More than two millenniums later, the mental atmosphere of the space race was precisely that. 
The details of single combat were different. Cosmonauts and astronauts didn't fight hand to hand 
and behead one another. Instead, each side's brave champions, including one woman (Valentina 
Tereshkova), risked their lives by sitting on top of rockets and having their comrades on the 
ground light the fuse and fire them into space like the human cannonballs of yore. 
The Soviets rocketed off to an early lead. They were the first to put an object into orbit around 
the Earth (Sputnik), the first to put an animal into orbit (a dog), the first to put a man in orbit 
(Yuri Gagarin). No sooner had NASA put two astronauts (Gus Grissom and Alan Shepard) into 
15-minute suborbital flights to the Bahamas-the Bahamas! -15 minutes! -two miserable 
little mortar lobs! - then the Soviets put a second cosmonaut (Gherman Titov) into orbit. He 
stayed up there for 25 hours and went around the globe 17 times. Three times he flew directly 
over the United States. The gods had shown which way they were leaning, all right! 

At this point, the mental atmospheres of the rocket-powered space race of the 1960s and the 
sword-clanking single combat of ancient days became so similar you had to ask: Does the human 
beast ever really change - or merely his artifacts? The Soviet cosmo-champions beat our astro
champions so handily, gloom spread like a gas. Every time you picked up a newspaper you saw 
headlines with the phrase, SP ACE GAP ... SP ACE GAP ... SP ACE GAP ... The Soviets had 
produced a generation of scientific geniuses - while we slept, fat and self-satisfied! Educators 
began tearing curriculums apart as soon as Sputnik went up, introducing the New Math and 
stressing another latest thing, the Theory of Self-Esteem. 

At last, in February 1962, NASA managed to get a man into Earth orbit, John Glenn. You had to 
have been alive at that time to comprehend the reaction of the nation, practically all of it. He was 
up for only five hours, compared to Titov's 25, but he was our ... Protector! Against all odds he 
had risked his very hide for ... us! - protected us from our mortal enemy! - struck back in the 
duel in the heavens! - showed the world that we Americans were born fighting and would never 
give up! John Glenn made us whole again! 

During his ticker-tape parade up Broadway, you have never heard such cheers or 
seen so many thousands of people crying. Big Irish cops, the classic New York 
breed, were out in the intersections in front of the world, sobbing, blubbering, 
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boo-hoo-ing, with tears streaming down their faces. John Glenn had protected all 
of us, cops, too. All tears have to do with protection ... but I promise not to lay 
that theory on you now. John Glenn, in 1962, was the last true national hero 
America has ever had. 

There were three more Mercury flights, and then the Gemini series of two-man flights began. 
With Gemini, we dared to wonder if perhaps we weren't actually pulling closer to the Soviets in 
this greatest of all single combats. But we held our breath, fearful that the Soviets' anonymous 
Chief Designer would trump us again with some unimaginably spectacular feat. 

Sure enough, the C.I.A. brought in sketchy reports that the Soviets were on the 
verge of a Moon shot. 
NASA entered into the greatest crash program of all time, Apollo. It launched five 
lunar missions in one year, December 1968 to November 1969. With Apollo 11, 
we finally won the great race, landing a man on the Moon before the end of this 
decade and returning him safely to Earth. 

Everybody, including Congress, was caught up in the adrenal rush ofit all. But 
then, on the morning after, congressmen began to wonder about something that 
hadn't dawned on them since Kennedy's oration. What was this single combat 
stuff- they didn't use the actual term - really all about? It had been a battle for 
morale at home and image abroad. Fine, O.K., we won, but it had no tactical 
military meaning whatsoever. And it had cost a fortune, $150 billion or so. And 
this business of sending a man to Mars and whatnot? Just more of the same, when 
you got right down to it. How laudable ... how far-seeing ... but why don't we just 
do a Scarlett O'Hara and think about it tomorrow? 
And that NASA budget! Now there was some prime pork you could really sink 
your teeth into! And they don't need it anymore! Game's over, NASA won, 
congratulations. Who couldn't use some of that juicy meat to make the people 
happy? It had an ambrosial aroma ... made you think of re-election .... 
NASA's annual budget sank like a stone from $5 billion in the mid-1960s to $3 
billion in the mid-1970s. It was at this point that NASA's lack of a philosopher 
corps became a real problem. The fact was, NASA had only one philosopher, 
Wernher von Braun. Toward the end of his life, von Braun knew he was dying of 
cancer and became very contemplative. I happened to hear him speak at a dinner 
in his honor in San Francisco. He raised the question of what the space program 
was really all about. 
It's been a long time, but I remember him saying something like this: Here on 
Earth we live on a planet that is in orbit around the Sun. The Sun itself is a star 
that is on fire and will someday burn up, leaving our solar system uninhabitable. 
Therefore we must build a bridge to the stars, because as far as we know, we are 
the only sentient creatures in the entire universe. When do we start building that 
bridge to the stars? We begin as soon as we are able, and this is that time. We 
must not fail in this obligation we have to keep alive the only meaningful life we 
know of . 
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Unfortunately, NASA couldn't present as its spokesman and great philosopher a 
former high-ranking member of the Nazi Wehrmacht with a heavy German 
accent. 
As a result, the space program has been killing time for 40 years with a series of 
orbital projects ... Skylab, the Apollo-Soyuz joint mission, the International Space 
Station and the space shuttle. These programs have required a courage and 
engineering brilliance comparable to the manned programs that preceded them. 
But their purpose has been mainly to keep the lights on at the Kennedy Space 
Center and Houston's Johnson Space Center - by removing manned flight from 
the heavens and bringing it very much down to earth. The shuttle program, for 
example, was actually supposed to appeal to the public by offering orbital tourist 
rides, only to end in the Challenger disaster, in which the first such passenger, 
Christa McAuliffe, a schoolteacher, perished. 
Forty years! For 40 years, everybody at NASA has known that the only logical 
next step is a manned Mars mission, and every overture has been entertained only 
briefly by presidents and the Congress. They have so many more luscious and 
appealing projects that could make better use of the close to $10 billion annually 
the Mars program would require. There is another overture even at this moment, 
and it does not stand a chance in the teeth of Depression II. 
"Why not send robots?" is a common refrain. And once more it is the late 
Wernher von Braun who comes up with the rejoinder. One of the things he most 
enjoyed saying was that there is no computerized explorer in the world with more 
than a tiny fraction of the power of a chemical analog computer known as the 
human brain, which is easily reproduced by unskilled labor. 
What NASA needs now is the power of the Word. On Darwin's tongue, the Word 
created a revolutionary and now well-nigh universal conception of the nature of 
human beings, or, rather, human beasts. On Freud's tongue, the Word means that 
at this very moment there are probably several million orgasms occurring that 
would not have occurred had Freud never lived. Even the fact that he is proved to 
be a quack has not diminished the power of his Word. 
July 20, 1969, was the moment NASA needed, more than anything else in this 
world, the Word. But that was something NASA's engineers had no specifications 
for. At this moment, that remains the only solution to recovering NASA's true 
destiny, which is, of course, to build that bridge to the stars . 
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MlfP 
Today, the space station MIR plunged fierily 

to earth. Bringing to an end the stage upon which 
many of mankind's "space firsts" were enacted. 
We see in MIR an avatar of Prometheus, bringing 
fire again to earth. But this time a new fire, a fire 
that will be as transforming of humanity as was 
Prometheus' first bringing of fire. What is this 
new fire? It does not burn on our hearths, it 
burns in our hearts. It releases our imaginations 
and challenges us to rise up and reach for what 
has always been. in our dreams but beyond our 
grasp. To become who we really are, not a local 
overlord, but an aspirant to earning a voice in the 
councils of the cosmos. A long journey ahead, 
much to learn and much to unlearn, but the new 
fire will not let us turn back. The journey has 
begun. 

ODE TO MIR 

You have spent many a year in heaven in 
touch with the vast universe, and now in your fiery 
sacrifice you bring to Earth a portion of that 
experience. A portion that enriches and enables us 
as did Prometheus' first bringing of fire in ages 
past. Forces of arrogance and folly punished both 
Prometheus and us. But now, as did Prometheus, 

. we too have become unbound, and soar high above 
Elbruz on our way to the stars. 
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POSTPISC. WP6 July 22, 1997 

A POST-PISCEAN GLIMPSE 

As we wind up the century, the millennium, and the age that began some 
25 centuries ago, commonally called the Piscean Age, we wonder what the 
themes of the next age will be. Do we have any previews or glimpses of what 
the age now beginning will be like? If I were to make a guess, I would see as 
one highly likely, but definitely not assured, scenario something like the movie, 
Apollo 13. I see humanity united and identified with both the importanc1/ and 
the challenge of going beyond the Earth. And this not jus~from the technical 
challenge, but from its forcing us to graduate from 

0the .j~fiand school yard 
mentality that has possessed us for millennia. For the venture into outer space is 
not only a physical journey, it is a symbolic journey of our leaving the cocoon 
in our spiritual evolution. 

The venture into interplanetary space can serve as a ritual, a liturgy, that 
will also awaken and guide us in our venture into "inner space". Probes and 
space vehicles will be the candles and incense of our new litany. Already we 
have seen our hearts as well as our minds awaken as we find global identity 
with the astro-cosmonauts entering this new frontier for us. They carry each of 
us with them in spirit as they make their lonely dangerous way into the 
unknown 

At this singular point in our journey we are briefly free of deterministic 
archetypes. There is a spectrum of choice before us. One choice is to stick with 
the familiar, repeat the scenarios of rivalry and conflict ingrained in us by our 

~ historic insufficiencies and inadequacies. Another is to recognize our all but 
total blindness to a major sector of who we are and what we can become. A 
sector thus far recognized only poorly and partially by some 0£ oor religions; 
and off limits to purely intellectual epistemologies. rm w 1 · 

But once before, if we look back millennia, there was a comparable time, 
when our ancient ancestors first walked to the shores of the sea, viewed it in 
wonderment, then began to venture forth on it, discovering both outer and inner 
realms of which they had never dreamt. We are their descendants and we 
cannot do otherwise than continue that Great Journey which they began. 

SI 
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THE ASTRONOMY OF SILENCE 

Astronomy is the science in which we do not speak, only listen, listen to 
the starlight. It is true that we listen selectively, and that we understand 
only part of what we hear. But in having to remain silent we are not so 
likely to confuse our own voice with the voice of the cosmos. It is curious 
that with access to such purity, we nonetheless seek to extend our 
prejudices to encompass the whole universe by assuming that as it is here 
it is so everywhere and that as it is now it will always be. 

Are we really ready to encounter the stars? Until we realize our identity 
with our parents, the Earth and the Sun, and know all the members of our 
family, we have not the wisdom to meet with any who may dwell beyond 
our home. Only when we come into oneness with all that live here, all that 
here support, all that endure in our midst, will we be able to hear and 
respond to the wondrous variety that inhabits the Cosmos. 

It has been asked, Why have we not been contacted? Perhaps we are 
unprepared to know what lies beyond. · Is it that we are not ready to 
receive, or is it that we have nothing to give? So long as we are intolerant 
and uncomfortable with local variety, we are not ready to encounter true 
variety. So long as we seek to render the world in our own image, we are 
not ready for coexistence with pluralities of images. 

Only through the astronomy of silence, hearing what the starlight is 
seeking to tell us, will we reach the maturity for cosmic companionship . 
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THE EPISTEMOLOGY 
of 

SPACE EXPLORATION 

AlbertG. Wilson 

Where we had thought to travel outward, 
We shall come to the center of our own existence. 

And where we had thought to be alone, 
We shall be with all the world. 

Joseph Campbell 
tr 1v f-j,:,pt,t.-. ,,{ 11.f ~ M 1,.-, ;,2, c J ' 7 / I' 
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BACKFRNT.WP5 

THE BACK FRONTIER 

Crossing the frontier that lies within. 

The exploration of the well known. 

The re-examination of the obvious. 

08/06/89 

The search for what has already been found. 

The gleaning of harvested fields. 

The mining of well worked veins. 

Examples: 
The Analemma 
Genesis, Chapter 1 
Kepler's Third Law 

In his review of the book Hierarchical Structures, Whyte, 
Wilson, Wilson (Eds), In Main Currents of Modern Thought 
vol 27, No. 1., Sept-Oct 1970, Ervin Laszlo says: 

"I should like to emphasize a remarkable assertion by 
Gerard which could be the key word for the entire volume 
and for all others like it: 
'Entitation is vastly more important than quantitation.' 
(p219) As he explains, 

'A real breakthrough, scientifically at least, to me is 
when somebody has sufficient creative imagination-and 
courage to follow up, which may be even more important
to say, "Let us look at the uni verse in terms of some 
new kinds of entities, some new kinds of units; or, what 
really comes to the same thing, in some new way of 
combining uni ts"; because combining uni ts gives a new 
un:it at the superordinate level.' (pp219-220) What this 
volume has tried to accomplish, it seems to me, is to 
look at various aspects of the universe in terms of some 
new kind of entity, and in terms of how such uni ts 
combine into new units and relate to one another. Given 
the complexity of organization in all realms of nature, 
prolonged inquiry is bound to come up with concepts 
describing or explaining how the units, which the 
investigator had the imagination to discern and the 
courage to follow up. combine with one another and yield 
superordinate units which, in their holistic coordinate 
functioning, exercise constraints on the subunits which 
are not readily (or perhaps not at all) explicable on 
thei·r own level." 
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AN EPISTEMOLOGICAL SYSTEM 

DESIGNATE or DELIMIT THE DATA AREA 
The data area is the domain from which data is 

to be taken. For example, in astronomy, the basic 
data area is the sky itself. In archeology, say, 
the Mayan culture in Northern Yucatan. 

SIGNIFICATE THE DATA AREA 
Earmark special sub-areas for focus. For example, 
in astronomy, the nearby galaxies, M31, M32, NGC2YJ5; 
in archeology, tools and utinsels. 

2.1 THE 'WHY' OF SIGNIFICATION 
Signification is needed because of the limited 
band-pass of the human mind. It is general! y impossible to operate with 
any data area in its entirety. Therefore we select or significate. 

2.2 THE 'HOW' OF SIGNIFICATION 
Signification is done on the basis of emphasis and focus on what has been 
selected with the denial or ignoring of what has not been selected. 

2.3 THE BASES OF THE 'WHAT' IN SIGNIFICATION 
2.3.1 SELECTION FROM INTEREST 

Selection from interest is a priori 
selection. It may be done without any 
previous experience or knowledge of 
the data area. Interest involves the 
question of 'to whom'. Interest in 
general is a psychological and therefore 
an individual parameter. 
2.3.1.1 THAT WHICH rs CHANGING 

Especially at certain critical 
rates. e.g. Lava Lamps, the 
obverse of frog boiling. 

2.3.1.2 PATTERNS 
Regularities, simple or aesthetic 
patterns in space or time. 

2.3.1.3 ANOMOLIES or THE DIFFERENT 
This requires sufficient familiarity 
with the data area to recognize 
something as being unusual. 

2.3.1.4 RECOGNITION 
Even without previous experience 
in a data area, from time to time 
a piece of data may be significated 
on the basis of some sort of deja vu 
insight. This may through analogy or 
something more paranormal. 

2.3.2 SELECTION FROM IMPORTANCE 
Selection from importance is based or 
past experience with the data area and 
its relations to other areas. Importance 
is primarily a societal parameter, a matter 
of consensus among members of the social 
order. 
2.3.2.1 RECOGNITION 

Memory or knowledge of history is 
involved. A previously established 
pattern or archetype of importance 
is seen to be unfolding. 

2.3.2.2 ATTITUDE and VALUE 
Traditional attitudes or values, 
(whether valid or not), may be the 
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3 
4 

5 
6 
7 

COLLECT DATA 
ORGANIZE DATA 

We may recognize structure or impose structure on our data. 
If our structures conform to more than their inputs, then we 
conclude they are 'real' or 'natural' and that we have 
organized correctly. 

4.1 FOR ECONOMY 
4.2 FOR PREDICTION 
4.3 FOR MNEMONICS 

DISPLAY DATA 
DISSEMINATE DATA 
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ZEN AND THE ART of SPACE EXPLORATION 
A. G. Wilson 

September 19, 1979 

When I first proposed "Zen and the Art of Space Exploration" as a title for 
my remarks today, I was informed that it was not far enough out for this audience. 
It was explained that this is a really far out group which only touched base with 
earth from time to time. Nothing you could say would impress them as far out. This 
took me back somewhat. I had always prided myself on being among the fartherest
out, and felt that I could say I was farther-out than thou to almost anyone. 

However, I must confess that it is becoming more and more difficult to 
maintain one's home base on the distant horizons of far-outedness. I first 
encountered this challenge some 25 years ago when I was consulting with one of the 
studios on some space flight science fiction films. They told me this was their last 
space picture and they were going to give up since reality had outstripped 
imagination. Anything that they came up with for a scenario was either old stuff or 
would be outdated by the time the film was completed. 

Reality has indeed outstripped imagination. We do not imagine and design the 
future we want, we just respond as best we can to the sweeping tides of change 
created by our past investments. Our culture lacks the compass of guiding images to 
successfully navigate the future. Herman Kahn h,as gone even further and maintains 
that reality has outstripped experience and we"'reall living in worlds of illusion 
where our social, economic and political models and icons have little to do with 
physical reality. We have not assimilated the new realities surrounding us and 

we continue to think in ways that are increasingly losingvvalidity. 
-f/wtr--

. C/4-- vfO w h 11,d ,'.; fl> r/'»,1/'Vf, ll ,. 
~ r' Illusion br:i,r;ig,~ the subject of Zen__,, a strategy ;;bo enable"us to escape 
from illusion, whi~ rs predicated on the_p~oposi tion that all is illusion. Miyamoto 
Musashi, the great 17th century samurc:fl'; Kendo master said, "In strategy it is 
important to see distant things as if they were close and to take a distant view 
of close things." This audience i~,w,el~,practiced in the first part of Musashi's 
apho,rism, but today I would like td''</,v~n-'tur"e ~

1
~~,,,,.r_~m~~,9P.£l;l,BR~l,ri£...~ the second 

part~ 41To take a d_istant view of close things, is iinpcirtant to re:...examine· 'what every 
schoolboy knows t ,as-t~' . Some of the most important advances in history have 
resulted from a purview of ideas everyone has accepted, for example, Einstein's re
examination of the basic Galilean concepts of relative motion . 

. ,po 
Now every schoolboy knows what we mean by exploration, but let's take another 

look at it. We may start by trying to define 'exploration'. But this is not easy. 
Better to start by characterizing 'exploration'. The difference between definition 
and characterization is that the first is closed and complete, the second open and 
partial--an important discrimination to which we shall need to return to repeatedly. 
For example, in the exploration of space we may be asked 'what is life?'. We quickly 
realize that we cannot define life, we at best can only characterize it. Some 
characterizations of life are: ,7y,;,J,v'"'"" ____ q 

o Life i~ co
1
P,f1ple ot'(l local! decrease in entropy. / 

o Life aa-tt'~s to ;the principle of plenitude,~ replication, 
proliferation ,=environmental modification to its advantage. 

o Life locally reduces deterministic causalism (exercises freedom) 
o Life is capable of energy and information storage and transformation. 
o etc . ,,,;1

1 
Jc) 

Also we may be asked, 'what is intelligence?' SomEtcharacterizations are: 
o Ability to read certain types of messages, to receive and decode 

certain types of signals, absorb certain levels of information. 
o Ability to generate messages and signals with a certain level of 

informational content. 
o Can make arrangements for modifying and freezing messages. 
o Possession of certain self-referential capabilities. 
o Ability to structure images . 
o Can create and exercise options. 
o etc. 
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Sometimes a 'trial definition' is used as a surrogate for a definition. The 
trial definition is composed of a subset of the list of characterizations . 

2 
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The title of this talk has been anilOUD ed as 

Aspects of Space Exploration, o:r:. Informatidnal Afl}Xcctc e;:i: 8T!D,C',':; 

Exploration., depending on _what newssheet yop. rearl. s leaves 
. . 

me ~1ith a ·g1·eat deal. of freedom - .and I pl~h to toke 
]; 

ofit. Actually., titles have ~ervlittle tb do with 
; ' V 

discussed in. lecture~ an'yway. ·· They are on·Jy to serve 

But. I do not think you should have. to listifo to a lecttrre whose 
:i 

subject>you do not know ._ so whatever the ~~ tle,, what :: am 
'I 

I ',;t 

actuall~ going to talk about i( the questi9n of., ncan ·1~e design 

.. a self'70I'ganizing, autornatE;d,, i11strument-c6rapt).ter system: 

explore space?.n · 

The .first. g_uestion .is: Why? VJe alre~dy have. an 

self,...organizing, automated, iniitrument-compu.ter systeni'for 
" . '-. ; ·-' .. · ·,-,:) ',· '· ' 

the job - a man. Why try tO d$sign.sometb.ingelse? Pound'for 
.. ··. CaJ> ... · .... ··· 

pound a mah has greaterAability to. explorethan_any automated :'.:-----:--:------'='~,-::...--A,-----.:::.__:__:__:_--::__:_::_~=--=-.:__=::..._..:.:..:_::_::_~.::,. 

system ':"- however miniaturized., - - .. assmni:µg for ·.the· moirienf tli'at .. 

_rou. coulcl design onEc,: · ~~,:_~J.:ir fa,p ~~,se. T'.o.e only · 

difficulty is we are not sure :we can safely deliver a man to 

return .. him -from all of. the alien environments we ·may wish to 

Since the problems of.exploring space with ma11 derive from.a 

g_uite different set of obstacles than those of exploring space ;with 

automated systems, it would see;:r.~ that if- ,ff: are really j_nterit on 

space exploration we are much more lik·:=ly eventually to be successful 

if we have two e,venues open to us. If one avenue leads to an 

±Nx:mbra'ktR insoluble problem, ,~e have the oth2r to fall back on. 



.) 
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If both prove impossible., then.we have available A 
. . . . . . 

combin~tion; of illan 1:1-nd automaton ":".- some of which E, e;ooe. 

probab:i.lii;y of succeeding. 

But before I go further into this matter., perhaps should· 

e~plaJ.n Wl?-£3.t: ;is mea,nt by space explorstion;) It .. j ~- impl/rtant, the;t 
I 

exploration be distinguished f'roin research. ' Explorat:icin is ~che 

process of proceeding into 0n UtJ.d1own realm for. the puri~o~e of 
.:.' '. . '; .· ' , .. ·· ,,::· ; ' 

discovery. ~ci~l'.ltific. explO~§l-:{~g.n. is a syst\emafic proc~ss ! of ·. .:.- . . . . " . ,r . . .... , .. 

detecting all .indigenous phen~~ina of whate,ier sort - with spec;i.al :• 
' . / '. ·~ ·-... . ':·_.:'i·-!· _··,,, '·:'"·" -~:--/-., -<·-:}.- ··, 

erilpha$is on. th.e hithertofore uru.1:1mm, emploid..ng as little pre-prejudice 
.. . ' ·.' ... '.'·, ' '.;,, . . 

as possibl~. Scientific r~searcll., on the ot~e~.- hand? i~~ a siitem~~fc·'· ' 

proces;:; 6f}'ormuiating .hypothei~;, based. on- alrea~y knowt,i fac:ts ~~air 
''· :_. __ / .. :, 

. h. ck·. . .th·: b . . ··1· . ,'l ~ ·a '. b:·. . t. · • . · -: ·. exp· eri·_m·· e·n· .. · .. t·_;-._·.'··i· .. . :_·.i __ ?._,i,'_:.1 ea_·. r ... c-. t.;· f,-;.,:_:./ .. ,.·_/4_o,b_:_,_ .1. ... C ,e . lng . em ~ express y µeSl~ne . · Q Se~va, lOnS Or o. /.I 

f'h J,-J..i/ SVV<J,C)~-"!l1.i,.,,_,.,'.""' ffer€.:-J~.rt..J,,tfrc.;, __ •·· .··-:: 
Exploration seeks to add. to existing kn9w].edge 

·.:·:,. :/ 

by dis coyE;!ry oi; 
I;. " '; 

that ~hose .e~istence is i:J.otprecli~tab{e. 
' . . . . ' 

;· ! ' 

Resear-ch, on. the other hand, seeks to add toie:X::i.sting knowledge py 
,·,. . ,, ' ' ·\.,.'' ,,,,- .'. 

bridging out into the unknown through the.hypot1ie~is'."obse:t\J"~ti6:ri~ 

experiment process, utilizing a.feedbadc loop tO<tht existing:body 

of knowledg~ in order to check for consistencyand validity. 
CUlJeN fl;e cllJ>¢-lh· -,,fesllo,I tefwetM, .. •' I / 

It is difficult to cl:ecidc~~-H..-~~ these- processes :.;l,.s-;.-~·-i,;111c>J 
.· . . .. j p . 

, ..,, C y-C,:~.fh,-7 J'c;'e., ;;-F;--lc . ' 
/h10uf efficient ifi tl.1.e 1-.::~~'8:- for a£d.i.::--.:.£...±L:1

:ccl"2,1;,~~:;,,. knowledge. On the 

one hand, we ba ve the long experience of man which has been asking 

questions based upon existing t.r:.owledge ( although most of the 

existing knowledge throug.h.out human history has not been -scientific 

knowledge, but rather authoritarian knowledge in some form or another) 



.'...k /ci,.,t- }wo U"hit.i',,it<J. 
and., except in -s.~~yea:3'.'-.s, the. types of' qaestions based on the 

existing body of knowledge have not proven 1)articularly fruitful 

for the extension. of knowledge.. It. may be that now we .have crossed 
. . 

through some sort of .an 11episte11ological b~rrier" which means, we 
... '.,' ',, ·:.,, , '"' , ' ii 

have at our. command. a sufficient body of knbwledge t,J E\,llow us 
0. .• / ~~J f ~ ' ' : c~ • ' ,• ~ !i• , c • H 
/,n V4S, r1i7:t1: I h, . •. . •. . · !: . : . 

proceed in the ~~ of.t}1e.unknovr.o. 1:>y- aski11g t;herright 
.;\ 

. g_uestions~ .rt certainly has ta}:en many centuries. for rrfln to 
L/'i~• c/,l(n~£/Jµ ic,,,,;,}lt"'Jj? · - . ·. ,;:.,.;=::: . .. .. . . . .•. . . :. ... ,· 

to ask the. right g_uestions. ~i:±,12.-:=:,r., :i.t;xperience .has .sllovn:1 

scientific. (r7search . approach {naximizes tn:7 r.ate 

Standing against this argu:n~nt i.s th·e Ci d~a .~11Jf fii; ·~ei:ieJrch· 

process of extending from the exi.sting body of know'fJd~~ 

wi~hin itself 'limitations whi~h' in the l~ng run ~~ ~xcept -:for 

. occasional fortuitous discoveriel -- j;end: toiimi; the .•. r .. eco. gui 
' . f; . ' . ~ . 

. and treatment of phenomena . t~ a s~ali ~t~~s,et .of :th.e /t~tal{ty 

phenomena which.may exist in th;uliiv~fs& 

/. Space offers th~ hi~h probability Clf detecting 
. . ·:· .' . ·,·· , ···. :"· ' ' . ',.: ,,.·, .. :.,· _ _:·,· .. ,:,· .. ·_::·. ··.::' · .. ·;, 

which cannot be readily linked to the known body of know],edge; and .·. 
. ' . ' 

. . . 
therefore not best approached by .the HOEprocess~ NonethelessJ .· 

space exploration - whether mannea_ or automated ""· will proceed along 

both paths - both the path of seerch and the path of research: Our 

initial problem of 11Can we design 2 self-organizing automated-

instrument-computer system to explore spaceJ 11 can now be phrased 

a little more.precisely: To what extent can the research process 

be automated and to what extent can the search process be automated? 



Let ,us approach this q_uestion by seeing whether. can resolve:: 
• I 

"1:,'. 

the. research process into its·. constituent c<imponents. :~::"t us emy1lc;y 

a systems. approach and determine what are th=· es~ent-l aJ. -ing-r""dient•' ·.··L',~. ,-~). -,- 1_;-~--=:t-~,- .1.i/~j 
!l 

of a system. whose function it h: to. acquire\;new scientif5 .. c 1mowledg(:, 

through. thehypothesis-observation-e:x:perirnet~t 'process. ::such 13, 

. system may appropriatE!ly be_. calJ.:ed an epistemological• 
•'' ' .', 

SLIDE -1. gives us a representation.of a, system of this t;y-pe which i~: 
l\ 

arbitrarily broken down in a way which is most useful 
• . " . ' '. ,' ,,,, 1,, 

tocspaceflight, as will l:i~ ~ee11 on a laterislide. ;If)1rcv/tl~,,, c, 
re,st,/,,;f,·rJ'? ,',,,fo (,:h,.,,61)-.,,,;,,,,rfv · ... ,-1--<o"'f\ .:;V,'..-,'v f-o) e.x;~/c✓ 1~, ·_loi,,;. e-cw:1 CC/"'7_/47t•'1..<'-'•'f~<kn,·;:,;,i/, 

The general- purpose of thi~-. _system is Jo observe the exterm1l 

world. through a set of sen~ors ~nd to mod.if.[ the sen.sor;; <1a:ti3,' 
' " '.'' •,' . 

appropriate ways. to form a cons~~ruct · or map of the external·.world · 
,' e• •; ' ', ,,••, ; ,'• ,-,_'' ,•'•,'•":•,••, C 

which can then be stored as pttr;t of the totality :or knowledge. 

In detail., · how does th1s -.. sJltem. work?" -.• F:L;st, • tb./ sensors, 

these maybe either the ordj_naryhuman.s~rises o:r.tlieir 

and .extensions by means of fnstrumerits -such as tel~s9bpes; rad.ars; 
. e f--c, . . 

magnetometers/lcollect data~._P~ 
' ______, Each. sensor has ia built-in cir · 

"intrinsiclt.filter,, which limits its range and resolving power.· 
. .. 

example., the eye is limited ke-r in spectral ·sensitivity to the range 
fie,/). ofvrt~v !lo°; rlJ·o/v/,,,,; i'"vve,.. (( 

✓ •· • . 

roughly from11.4000 to fl.700011 "'.-:- we can think of this limitation as 

due to an intrinsic filter. . 'The objects in the external world to 

be observed are selected by the filter control center through the 

"directivity11 f'ilter_(A) The sensor output data is selected by 



. :filter(B) ac,cording to what. sem;e data is relevant or is believed. 

relevant to the matter selected by the directivity :rilt'er. mis 
' ; '·;··:'; .. ::::. . : .·:'• ::; ---

s~stem might be utterly oblivious to. C!ertain stimulatl om;, nf1:t 

even recognizing they exist) .even though th::y pass .the.:intrinsic , .. •,,, ,• ·- -. ' ,- .. ·-. . ,,, ,. - ' 

'f:i:lter .and A~ 
,,.· 

0the:r stirnulatioifr:/with whic:'i it has established 
q 

familiarity., it readily passes. Next., 

f'il terecl. sensor data is correlated, paired, 
f)r, l/f,rbs.I;1-rJ!JO<F/l1i"-"l,O . · · .. 

_numerical data,i For example., if .. the sensor 

the densities and posi tiorn'? of objects on 

ineasured and converted into nu.mhers. · ThE; 

numerical data and. filter C seli':cts a 

held_ to be . ge:rmaneJ to be f'ed to\t:6.e dat~ . > 

Usually what is attempted here ls t.o find. a 
;,.· .. ,.· ·, ,.•, .; ._-: 

relationship among the data. If the: r;iul~agree~ith some 
,-,·· '.' .·' .,'' . ',, 

assumed hypothesis and therefore .. with.existing know;Ledge· e-:' 

by (D), we arrive at a scientific f'act<~lia~{w~ich'~s\ _< ; 

to our store of knowledge. 

All available scientific knowledge .is ~.available 
. " ' -- . ··. " . _.,, ·, .' ' . 

data reduction computer. Thfo lLriowl~dge not O:1/consists of ~ 
i • • - • ' 

~ computer programs and compiler systems. as ~sed in. machine 

numerical· analysis, but also may consist cf' tables ·of' numerical and 

factual data of' all sorts which can be used to process new data. 

From the knowledge storage block there is 2. feedback lead going 

to a hypothesis generator, which is a scientist - a man who is aware 



.) 
of wiiat is stored in the knowleclge block ancl who can 

hypotheses and experiments -- tr.ese he send.f3 to the filter c::ontrolp 

which is inessence the process of designin~ ari exp2rfo1E;trt which in 

turn directs .the directivity filter in the 13election of! 1!hat to 
;j' ,1· 

observe, the selectivity filterh with rega:ct?~to .what d3t~athe;y 

should retain, and the reduction:' filters· wiiSh regard toi how to 

· l the valicli.ty of results • 

.. An epistemological system of this type 

way that an· .. · individual · human · le:i;ns > i~ e.; 
' ,., .. ,. ; ,': . : ' 

· certai.n types of hypothesesihav~ great:e:r· n,:,'irr,f'f'c, ·' 

.·· ·•·. ' ' .. · ' 'J, ·' ' '; 
particular approaches, types ,ofi:guest.ions:; JJCl.,.L u•.L\.C.u:.L.a.L 

the filters are. most fruitful. >The four 

or adjusted for these optimum,p'.'~yoffs 

ventures. 



( 
T1-.i.1e questions asked are largelj determ:rneci by the. ccntcr1ts 

body of avail~ble knowledge. The .usv_.:?,l soure;e of questions f'c:r ouT 
. . . ' . . . . 

. ' 

epistemological system·are .. the :i.deas 
\ . ·' . '·:, 

scientists who ·:formulate their questions and exp2rimentl On the 
' ·• < _·_ •· - '•' ! 

basis. Of their knowledge in tlle:,,'r sp0ci2.lti.es. 

. . ' 

an aurora on·Venus since one ex::sts on the ~artht. 2) f'r9m 

we have a magn~torrieter, let's .take 

us; and 3) :from the structure of a 

it into 'SP~ce '.,and See 

. . .· .••·. ·.•T,Zeo~!'i i~Jrv 
5cient:ific theory;/1 let. usm 

, •.. ,, ·, •. ·:_.;:'1 

the turbulen:e patterns on Mars to see 1:ihether E1. R~dle;y (~ . 
. ' 

· circulai;ion regime or a Rossby (wave) regime 
I ' •• .'· ,,' ',,. : :\::, • • : :_,.' .:;<'• ·, .<'_ 

From time to time in this process; something u1iexpected occurs 
·. c:f )ig c/~fli)(,"':> ,-,-;or i~ ·. • ..... '. 

wh:i.ch is in no way a direct consequehce_,,deriv:2.C\,~from the 

body of' knowledge, but is :found ~ .. not as the result;of a 

but due to an observation which may'be .quite f~rtuitous; 
' " . ,: '' ,· . ,-, , 

classical example is Becquerel ts. discovery of' the s~adow~ 
. ' . 

key ·on. an unexposJd 'photogr~phic -_plate left in a drawer \tlth a piece· 

of pitchblend. This accidental association in the desk drawer of 

a physicist was the. ,first step leadin6 into the atomic· age. 

Except for sending a man., those :ilsnr..ing the exploration of 

space are doing so through the 1·esearch pr0cess in the conventional, 

orderly:, hypothesis-cbservation-experim=:nt proe;ess describ.ed by our 

epistemological model. They are primarily seeking the ans,7ers to 

specific questions-, such'as does the 1-Iartian atmospheric circulation 



I 

follow a Rossby pattern? But, on the: side; r:,rn ho:pinc the;~ 

something new or interesting will turn up.· · 
,, .• •. • '! • ' 

Hmv may this res.earch type o.f epistem~logical sys~cbm be:: 

to space? .. There are a great mar~ ways. Trn.~ simplest iTi~:Y; o:f' courne;, 
.,;, ·,, 

:Ls the method b~ing used at the present in ~vhich no. deg[fee o:f self 
', , l · ·-" ·; : ·, / -/ J, •· i·r · '· ~- " 

·· Ot1..£2c! C'h :cr .. ,,11-y,:bor;,'~v~- -;i:•J i 

organization takes· place. An ol,seryation, senso:r' i desJsne. v 
' it -

this spec:i,fi.c observationJ w-::""m i;he result being 

earth.~.. ,The second SLIDE shows us in block f'o:rm.'/the. ~p:i!~tihloiogicail 

,re:· system of slide one as adaptqd for space:-,research 

way •. Every component o:f the syntem rem~ins: on earth except the 
. .. . • . . . ·•· '., .. · · a,.•~'IJ__ k/e ✓cfM~, ·· • / 

whose directivity filters A are pre.,-set and;whose seleGtivity. 
. ' ' ·, : ' ';_ ~" ' . .' . ' 

B are pre-set. :(f this system 'funs into t1µ:ov'erload 

o:f. the counters which·~~~* detected the radj_ation,belts~ i~ere 

adaptcd!L;~ in sensitivity. or range possible. ifi8f;}'~g~f!i'-:- ··. \., ... · .. 
. .,::, . \i. .,' . ., ,' ' 

~ti, the-EB:K~§P€6 G f' "150phi S ti -cat-.torr:-•-=--Jh2-r.~c~::.~k➔~:is<;:2I2.:.. 

An epistemological system.in space 

components and conceptual 

HARDWARE COMPONENTS 

Sensors: such as 
cameras 
·JraH. spectrographs 
magnetometers 
etc., etc. 

Computers 
memory or 
data storage 
data processing 

Telemetry devices 

Power Supplies· 

An epistemological 
hypothesis ·. · 
analogy 
or·'search 

Component Arrangement 
al:;_ vehicular 
part earth, part vehicular 
multi-vehicular 

Sophistication of' Instruments 
fixed instruments 

. p;.:st selection of sensitivity 
and :ran&,;e instruments 



Vehicles 

Protection sub-systems 

Easing .and Contrful Centers 

of' 

I:t'Lrnian sir,m:12.iion 
s3rste:ms 

Tne remaining type of component. in the. ,::;piste:mc,log:i,cal r;yste:m 
:i•, 

the places and levels 

earth fn·a laboratory.adjacent to 
,. ' ,, . ' 

epist,emological·system·on a svace 
/YJ,, o ·,t1l/·c;.f-l1 ~. . .. · .. · 

a lib.r-~:cy,··andcomputer am1an·. ·•··.·.<•.·.•··· .. · ·✓:', 
· . . .· ~~. 7✓-~;;_:7 ~;,v,/ ,h. A -id/--.J, l(?q~ 

craft~o/f Somelp§~ho- ba.sic .CJ,U€!st.~ons · . ..... o/t~.· . .... . 
which arise aret · 

. ; :; 

1) What components .of the sj-Eite~ stioul~ lie 
•, .. ·.. !e/h, • 

craft and what components should _be l,.s.;;:.:2}::-2~ on 
. .. 

2) wnat components can be automated - where 

· 3) Wil;t; a hypo~heflizing"'.':filter s:ystem such as the one in 

epistemological system., which is .specialized to terrestrial conditions 

(man is.an example of such a system.)_,-be suit2.ble for exploration o:f 

alien env:irOmnent s1 J ~ e:ffecti ve, how~~desig~ such 

a system to obtain oJtimum effio~~s, if we are asking 

the wrong questions. - maki -g4mfr-uitful hyp~heses - how do we detect 
' ' 

this and how do w earn _the right questions t~i=-Z(_ It is conceivable 

,, .. , .. ; 

,! {! t:: e?-ui 



s(;}::c~ the important phenomena of a planet mar 
J1/t; ... ·i'}r1./l'c~vt.1 C-f.:·, ::"Fe O):;u 

the r'lci:::::J't:"'h-'.1---r:+2,~BP6-'8 of the experim2nts w11ich .T2 
~---- ~;_;__;_.:___;;...--c:-:-----'---_;_,----~----~-:--•-, ____________ _.. .. -~-. 

f therefore., one answerfu:!,.¢ht ~ to rerla~e the hypotbe:s:Lzir?~ ,, / 

, with one :which provides for"'aµ aµtomaticy. SlFSt~mn t:i.c ::.·e,_2 
·. •.· ' ····· · .. ·. . ... };'::(' _,,/~:! 

. phenomena do~ to a certain resnlvi~g,,,pov2r;: Such s, 
' ;.~, ; ' ' ._,,/'.'"•,, .. ,,,· :;· 

replace the hypothesizer for t~ initi~l·,0re::.=ations in 
I , : ·: ,. ~ • ' • ,· ., • , - , -~ " 

' , , ··; , : ••• i ' / • ,, ' • ··,..,,~, ,: _:-. , • 

o:f,'space krid.then .. fJ:>om· th nitJai 1·esult s; tliB,hypothesize:c· wquld. 
:,::· < , \' • :- • .-. ··>:,•· ,.· 

••"•" 

,',;, . ' 

he • .. ·next•· impo 
•, 

euts to ear>ry' on. the. e'.h'T)loration. 
'.• ._, I < ;, "• '.Ji' 

By dg;greesqf'sophistfcation, wo can ~v"i~ualize Mark'! systems 

~hi6h 1:1e~~u;e spe;:ifi eJtargets. :i.~. specific •pre-se:t ranges and 
. ·e.volvf,,,.,y lo .... · ....... ···. ·.< .. · .··· ..... · . . .,t.< 

:r;,e solving power: . ~~e-s.£'--s-tf&tei:u~ ;lri-el:r--c0--r:r·1-cff7aI'f':f ~r.,t):·umen t · 

fl el a ~ < '-"?')C"'fj"" ~:""'¼ofl-_f~r+ 
and tbat js ';,l],4 A J>Iark J:I L: systemA:w?u1ra., 

'"": _··. ''.. : ~ .•. ~.,. ·, ' . < .. <,:··: ,_,,·· ;•::,.:.. · .. <·< .-:< · ... ~~ .. : > ' :·<: . '::_.:·i' 
~-"' be able to.make post s.election o:ryari:'ges and sens.itivities 

' ' . .• \ ·.··• ' ·: .. 

according to: :the~ load enc~nmteredl ;~t~1
instrwnent. 

:•· < " > 

measure •. the int~n~i ty of' rad.:t~t:I.or{J ff it:.· :E'ound'.-the ':t;-feri~ityi:{ · 

outside its range would switch sensitivities ar1cfm~k~ ~n a 

adjustment to the erivi;onment¥ . A Mark rrI sy:~em·111ight be 'siill 

more sophsiticated - riot only poss~ssing the ca:p~bility 

suitable-sensitivities, but also post:...selecting targets - objects to 
. . . 

observe. For example., say we ·wish to t2.ke :photogrrrphs of· the planet 

Mars from a capsule descending tovard the planet. We would like to 

know what is most useful to. l)hotogrc;ih in r.:ore cl2tail on the basis 

of what already has been photographed Hmr -co guide the capsule 

down in such a :way as to photogl"Etph the rwst ·1nte1·csting r,henomena 

is the question. Such an instr~7llent svsteri1 votclo_ ho,ve \to select 
e.; I, ' 

(\ 

a succession. of targets. 



• 

I 
l 

A :Ma::d;: rr system might/?:~ be capable of 

to check, certain types of' hypotheses. For 
. , 

to pr-e-set criteria, a test, for \~~1i,J0.f,r(;'"';;~!J:';-,1f;, 

' ,, . ·,' 

Finally., we can. Visualize systen-s which s i12:\tl2,t~ human }ntell:Lgence: ~ 
. .:; . : !,t \ 

systems which pe:t>form aJ_l of th~ ·ope:r-ations 1fin the e:pis;;emological 

research proce$$, including hypothesizing, Such .. a system ·would net 
' ' ,i . . '. ,'., 

telemeter back data .,. it. would teletype ·back a 

publication in ~he Astrophys{ca}Jourr1e,l. lii • 
:::;i \I 

1----✓ ~ . , . . , 
_· ~.fl) let us turn now f'rom.t:b.e possible irays in whic)i 

;<-:•!r 

f;},;;q It is generally felt that., important as might .1:::e 

to the Specific scientific quest~ons, -;~~!l!fl:.t~11i~ugxi~,-ther~e~~~rcA 

process., the mo~t f'arreaching results ;f space ex})loration 1-vi.:r.(he 

from the discovery of t!9;~ entirely new a,nd unexp~ct~d phenome~a. 

How may we ,best p;oceed systema·cic~lli to go ab~ut the 6peration 

of discovs=ry? First, how useful is the,R.,-0':"'E or res2arch p~o.cess 1fse}f 

for discovery? Experim~nts derived by hypothesis are.· directed 

to a very specialized answer and ~onsequently are not likely to reveal 



,. 
I 

new :9}1enomena as fast as some other ar>proach~ 
,· ,·, ·.,,' .,· 1 :,: 

P ... ~erns of D .. 7/l.DV cy {Cambri.~e.Y .. / •. ?.~ l. 958.) !.r ... ·2,ys'., 
~ \ .· ··y . I> ~- ,,,. .. / -
fi. n tlis.~cover,r i·.s ._not eory uz,c, .g but. tnco .. r.·y•···. i~in·(·:•~·.ing. ~ \ /'¥ . . . . ·. ··--,< // 
is not; 1{tt'h the testing of fi these,3 but ,r.i/h./their 

~se-, n. Gabor in ttAstronomical Optics (p. -~8) . . ni:f tfe 

worker sets out to discover new J'lin{ss; thif procec3.ure (bf ex 
" -. ' ' ' ) "' '' ; ·~ - ' . t:. ,,. i 

}.l'J 

' ., ' ' ) '. ,' I ~ ; ' • ' ' '; 

hy-.£)othesi] is.almost .the op:posit ~ of reason~ple. If onE~ makes s:..1re 
. ,,·· :-

that. one~s observation system is' ;most econord:Lcal and efficient . 
- \ ,,,, ·,', 

for observing things of'. a known jhnd, one h~~ ipso .. facto alm9st 
\t 

made sure that anything new wilJ. · s1ip through the neti 
' . :. ':,• ... ' . 'ii:.::<·.:,. i:"·;.'' ._·:· ,· ' 

' ___ ,, • ', '" . _"_,::,! ', >) :·._ '.·,·.·:,· _i~ 
wants to make new dis.coveries >011~ must not specialise~ fbrkno:vm 

one must .specialise :for things ;Ltich are outside th~' Code. n 

thus seems the HEO (hypothesis~f,eriment~o·g~Jrvat:i.cn} or'res~a:rch 

method is one of the most ·inef:fi6ierit m.etholi wJ:ricli ccilla. be 

' ' - ' ' 

best source . of ideas on 

The best source :for the 

agriculture)· nor military,·~n dn disarmament~ 
... •. . . . · .. .·.. ·. ·. ·. . . .·· . 1; li~' l'lf n~rv1-/Ci;;M, 

right questions to ask about Mars is ~,aee 

~ 

Another ~y of saying this is that scientific space exploration 

must not be merely designed on thP. continuatio;1. o·f present theoretical 

structures despite our investnent in theLl.., but s. balance lliust be :found 

between hypothesis forming and testing tased. on present kncwledge,1 and 
i:.,/ 

theorieJ and r~sic ~ designed to look i'cr ~1e1, phenomena. This 



becomes. all the more important whenJhe dom2,in c:f 

. . . 

systematic approach to the detection of unknovn :I>hcno1;~0~11L1 cc:,n be 
,. ., 

ancl'not left t() chanc:e a?in the .]?'::.st, 1-nqui:rY Bhculd. 
d 

procee.d on the basi~ of t·he. tota,lity Of wha:t is 
. . •· · •· ... • ·. ··.• ... . . J.o .r;.,/4.di1k, . . . 

be l.ef't · entirely,'\ 0..~2.-e banQc p-:;~ the know:n . 
. · , ,,, ·,,:.: ',, 

One. also suspects that :i:t' ts fikely to he much ea~ier tcL . 

-•:.;· 

hypothesize. Row then do.es one. J?rogr;am a 'B;fstema,tic s~a:rch f'or new 
' . -,.:1,•.-·, 

. phenom~na •~ phenpmena wh:i,611 ·ma;y?bc :totallf.\irikn.6wn' in iierr~stfiai,,1{/? · 

How does one. desii'adevice 'io maximize J~fJna.i!)ity?} 
ptrfol0:;-ed JrJJ',1-...,,il(,jfy . ·, •... · ".· .•.... , ·•. ·· .. · .. ·· '' 

· If we··· are ~ on how,1 to pick up the new ~/ye might· 

bf e.ttempting to design a net .6r. sieve .. }Thi;h ·1v,~+fc~i~ow.11s;:tp\ ; 
up .the totality of certain. elapses of':phenc;im~na ;vllo~~: exten~i;ns 

exceed· ·13, given amount. . Knowing. the .·t9talt ty ().f .J;)h~nomeha_,, we 
'. . ' : ' . ' . _; ;' . ' '; . ~ 

then reject the known .and .least ititJresting~, 1 Ir it .:1.s no't EtJ?}?~rent 

how best to catch a hitherto unknm:m spe~ies' of :fish; ~e can b11iid : 
' . ' . ; '•. ·. 

a net and catch all fish down to a given size>-.throw.ing ones we. 

· are already acquainted with ba.ck - thus isolating the new ones. 
. . 

This may not be.an e:f:ficient precess., but it at least provideH u.. 

methodology which may be used initially. 

Row then do we construct an 11 epistemolog::i.cal net 11 ? I, Row do we go 
f!.A ~!tJ,;,i11!A~'..'I. . . S:>y 

about ~g' all. the phenomena on Mars bigger than,';10 centimeters 

-- -- 11 ·1r 



• . . 

~~s.s::::~:';.~-:-c::.~,2;!-lJi"±. ~=~~:~~i-~~g,c;,<;,c4':J:c;;·~c:rf"'i~r:x rZ::.: 1,-.; uS 

objec-ts in a photograph of a planet~riJ surf'~ce o;, 
those irhich emerge above the contrast and resolving 1nwer th:reshhol:Ls, 

{r 

and 13.re co~tained in the light response; 

angular range$ of theinstrumeni:!cil system; 

. '·., : '·. : . : , ,\ '' .-_<; 

tn.2 -:ev-ettt~~trrn . expe.L'T€m:r;e • 
. . . ·., 

For.purposes -of an epistemological.net, the'.process 

ph6tograph>may be·_·.considered Cto _have .±'iv_e i~i~~nsions;/1·•. 

the two linear o:i; anguiar dimenu:Lons o:f t~e'.lregi~} !)hotbgre?hed,. 
,' ' ·1 , · " ;1 . -

· ·. . ·· .. 1:: . ::. . ..... · .. , .. ··• c. ' .. : .• 
· the brightness dimension ( ~hich·ds recorded as photogrz.:_1.hiC!: density)., 

the specC!tr~l dimension,-•· ancl ·'the t E;mporal 

dimensions ·-the:re are.bounds which 

which. sets the resoiving power. 

Although there is not complete 

,armnete~s in tfilS wa){, the viewp◊it is ueefhlf that it ~~l9ws 

the ; construction· .. of what·. we· might ;a11 an• llinst;~ent I~~~~ .. · 
' ' ' ' ' ,' ··' ."•',' 

Sra ce'' whos~ extension is determiµ~d by the ranges.. and which can be · 

divided into inforrnatim cells. whose sizes are determined by the 

~:rre:ra:r resolving powers O, · et?..c,'4 (P CI: CY;,-,~-eltA.,. 

It is evident· that an Instl'UJ'.llent :i:nfo:rm9..tion Space will detect 

only phenomena of' a certain class . ..;_ missiug ·chose which are too large 
~ l"""'-q Flct, ..rc.,1,,/4 .-/ c:-.1y ,J"?c1-,i__;,'J,,,,1&',.:.,.,~-:c. ·f) 

or too small :9-.,.,. J 3 e i u · pornP,;,..g;j;h-.z~JX-'e'&;r..8,J-::.~::-:1:::ze, <..fi/'It is· innteresting 
. ' . 

that certain subsidiary ~,a;e patterns in ,weath2:'::' f:;,~onts had never· 

been detected before TIROS. took its :photographs of the earth ts 



• atmosph.ere from space. 1I1h.ese pa·cterns ·were 

slipped through the epistemologit!al net dete:rmincd 1;;y 
' . , ' ' .• '.1 

of' surf'ace meteorological observat6rie.s •. TJ.-i,~ gattern of 
• • • •. . • • .' I . •.. • • • i'f . 

phenomena like cyclones could eaHily be r:::;;r,:.1; 'mapped 

stations. Smaller. phenomena cou:.d., be vieuea1; in their entirety i:'."or.: 

one station - .·but in between :was 
1a phcnc:rr:ene~; of a size 1-1hich Wc',C: 

. , . - ' ' . . 

missed. 
. . 

' <_-,,_·' . . : '.'' ', 

•,, • • C •' • •. : ,: ' ' _:. ' ' :::. • ' ' ,'',,\'. ' 

In this .. connection it is .aldo infcrDF:.ttive td ,_look at types 
, <-: . ' : . ', _.·/' :·, -.'<:·:, : ./ ',_ .' 

information- spaces exi~ting'o11 eilrth 1ihie;h_, have be~n evolvec.lby 

diff'ererit creatures. We. kn6w s~r~ething of t;nes~ -in:form9~ion spacEis 

:from the W()r:k; that ha::;' been done b;y- scientis:t.s worki:gg in the :E{eia\ 
of learning theory. n •.·· ·

11 

. All eicperim~nt conducted wit:~ frogs we:t~1
11iust~•alef these idea~. . 

The visual in:eormation. sp~ce of fl Irog is -~J~h that he Se:s -~~iy .. 

moving objects and of these o:rri;t:'tho~e in-'~ ;lirriH~d size ·r~~,e 

something: of the size of' a fly- o~c gna,t .. 

:from the frogt s dinner reg_uire~Eont s. 

This :function 

t·e,llsc> {ietec~~ :forge 
shadows; the shadows of. birds of' prey such a 9 hawksJ a function yhich 

has evolved :from the f'rog 1 s •~eeping-:t'ro:rn-being-a-dinner requirement. 

Hence. the in:fo:rniation space of a frog is bi-modal; seei~g/moving 

objects smaller than· a certain size a:rKl. r;hanges greater than a certain 

size., but omitting object detection vhich is inbetween these lire.its. 

A peculiarity of the thermal ini'o:c7.rr1atf,::m s:r_-:iace of the frog is the 
. . . . . 

inability to recognize gradual cha!lges, Tb.ere i.s the G?,sc o:f. the frog 

who was· boiled to death because of the ch2,nge oi' t2mpe:r-ature of' the 

water in which he swart! was so gradus.l th£..t he clid not 1,ercei ve it. , 



• 

i 

• 11.he param,~ters or dimensions of the instrumm1t 

. be the quantities measured by any sensor 
'j'i 

magneti.'?; or :whatsoever. The ins.tnID1ent. in:Jto:rmation 

iS. useful as. a measure of what i,ortiOris of Elie ne.tu:ral 
- . J;1; .r:2~ 

been . ex_plq~ed mid what: poitions }],ave not' - JL; can say nothing; 

con.ce1'1tlng unbown parameters .~. like . . . . . ·. \ . •···. . . . ·.• .· ... c~srn vt2;, . 
discovery of new parameters. b l; much 
/Wt, v/ 1J t/c. ,r 1; Jjo J''/,U,:;. ·. . , · 

·. · :sy. employing a set··. of. :tn.st:tument 

of yi~W:Et~dresolying powers<·ex}end 

l)ossibl~:fo d~tect · ail .ph~nqmerir,,'.il}

type of information space which \can 

-~ discci;~ry.o±'all pher10mena.·2tr):~n 
. -,· •·"' 

F~ detection information 

spanned·bya 

C,t':it optimally 

.·Two.types 

designed to a ct 
,; 

known to exist, the''- serend1p1. y 

space to sift .· for. phenomena 

more 

,'.' ' ·., -" .,-. 
. ,' > . ·: 

suspected. . (Th~ search for the Yeti. m.ight be taken as ari exaniple ;f 

this type of search. ) 

In connection with the .second type c-:f cletection problem., devices -

which give hints of anomalies without. necessa·dly disclosing any 
. . . . . ' 

properties or confirfiling the existence of a :,;ll'~'=·TIOillenon may be quite 

useful"/,..__ ft1) vicli,.J e.c o-.: cn111 ico, 

, ., 



• 

j) 

! 

On;;;: conceivable device is the ap1Jlication o:l:" th,:: 

unive:;.~sally valid) principle that chi::tractertshc Gi~='-"B> ·.cnCJ'.'£:::J.e;;) 

and existence times or'"' phenomena 6:fi tii,1es have p;ro:portfonel 

of' :magnitude. Forexample, con~f~0er· the .f'o~;iouin(:; 

phenomena co:rmnon in the earth Is ~tmosphere: jl (A) 'l'o:rnadoes' 

(B) . T'.nunderstorms, ( C) . IIurrican~ 
)1 

,' '.I 

.and (D) (!yclones. 
' - ·,i , ' 

Figure l gives the relation between ~.u•"ordE:;r .or magnitude 

f'or";.;each of these l)henomena and; a cha:i.~acteristic time. 

present ca~e the. characteristic time is. taken as )che inte:r;a' 
''.'' . , ' !: ,·; 

photographic exposures {say fron: 

the. evolution. o;f the' 
. ticc;~i\\r1wH, .. · 

The,'1relation is : •'\, 
•·.· •-:•'\·!' ,_.,.,,,,_, "_"• 

thundercloud' complex' coyering a large' 'a1;ea>#:PP;~rs lJ.l'.l:r':E;:S,c,l-✓ 

camera, the .. charac,teristic size.i.of' 'the'aggr~gate,· ma;i be 
' . . . ', ' . , ".'-·· ,'"\· - ,.:>': ; • :: .. 

as 500 km (E) but the charact~ristid time ,;~~J.d he th;'sa~e ,J:a$:· (,B). 
• • • • • , ' ·" ' ' ·' , , ~, •. • • I • • •', '. •· ' • ,' \ , • , ! , o' ' ' ', •,. , . ', : , , , 

' -':,:•,; ,·' ;,, ' ;,, .· ,· ·,,., .•·. ,''. 

was being observed :;.. in this case an .;~ggregate.· · Tb.is .type •Of an.om~ly'. 

would suggest ·that thephenomehon· (~)is' one' "vihich 

with higher resolving power7 indicating a possible f':ruitfui.d~ction 

in which to develop ;the detectiori information sPace,li,Y' (;~'%v(A-ff~if 
/)'\My pA1,,t,iG~~(f\,,, . '•· ·•. ·' ,' .i ., ·.·• .· ' ' ' ..• 

We thus see that systematic searching for the unknmm based on 

sieves or epistemological·nets ~s possible and possible without the 

degree of sophistication that reg_uire;:; a m9.n in i:1:;:>ace - but the.• 

process is wasteful of infonne.t~on .~ a gree..t deal of redundancy 



f 
If 

being involved - and when one considers the space 

tele2:1etering problems over distances of the order o i 

of. Mars andVenus., economy in .i)1formation b1mcllin6 becdc~.s Dx1 

. impoTtan~ .. ••Co.nsideration.tfJi;~sid,,.s the" unec]Foirlc~l 

net., in. what .other.ways may dis.!overy be made systeme/d:cZ 
,' . ,·.·. , .. ::-,:' \ . ' ,' ; '.· ,', ·:,/ ,'. 

have been s.everal proposals mad~ ... conccrning, a ~te~r,.of ·ex:plo:c2,t::on. 
, , . . I~ ·,. . . ; ;. ,, 

'I . , ',I"'. 
on which there is noi:; adeg_uate Jime in our ;pre,Sent disdussion to 

. . . .· ·,·· '; i .· ', q .•. .··. 11 ' . .-. .. ·.,;. ·. ' . . ' , l i ·,· .. -- yr .. ~·r:t .· ... •j •;, 

elaborate/ but which in general de:pencl on ~~s1..lJ1ling/\ a phenomenon 
i ~: ·, ). ,, ·',. ', ',,. '. .. 

with certain pror>erties exis~s 'and throug\i a series bi'' 

;es~rio ans~ei'ed experiments ~ >~~ke ~he gamf o:f 20 g_u~l~ions.Tlli~ is';'. 

the.natural extension 
;·· . . .· .. :,: ·, . ; <:Ci .. ' , .... ,,(. "·, .. ,, ; . ·. "· .. ,• ; .. 

of the ,rese21.rch-hypothesis'"".qbser1:ation-e2..'1)erimerit 
,-: ' .. ·; ;.-> ··~:·· ,: ,. ·', ... <:_ .>.~ 

method to'. the task of discovery~ ,:But this/process is 
' . . ,.,,>',:". .·._'. 

'•·. .,:·_\ .. '.·<~\->( .,. ',,_,.:, :/: ·:_- ,. '·. _,; .. :- ,····< ,' 

uneconomical .and bei!}g operatioµally kin. to' detecting the presen 

o:f a.girl in abasket by plung~~.swords into it, iJS limit~d in 

a human 1)~~$ performs in the process of d~te~ting a: ne~<l)lienomenon. 
. . ' 

On.e · approach to this . is to ask what a:re .. the types of phenomena or 
;c i ... , ' 

. . Ii v"l'>i. t>.,'l,:; . . . . 
patterns a man is most likely to notice. · The basic/l observational 

. ' ,:~d.' . : . ' ' 
operation is the detection of differences D=' identities. After a 

h,ir•'C .·· 
certain amount of observational ex:;;x~rience is accumulated) an 

/1 

economy is efi'ected through .the esta-olishrn.ent of a norm or :reference 
f,4-Jr~. . . 

datum and notice 
11
is taken, only o:f those events vhich de:pa:rt by a 

minimum of a specified distance from this datum. 

11 ,r 



• . ,_ ', 

In the ::ea:rch for economies., f;eque!,tl;J ii.:rK: d:t.ct· 
J I j 'I. I L ',J_ .I , ' /' ' ;,,,,,,~·!. ,-;.,1v,n' R/'t.;, .cu or11vyltrr .ro ii;•·,Y 

-. igrcoreq: J:fl1:-&in.iJ,~~ria:l:o:g~~-;:;.-0::r'.2-;C.e2::Si-; ~.~ •D.·c,,-: :i 

J;unm_e·,· nr'L:e~:'-e . ..:)._9;-"'. sif'i·-e<l-3:.·' ·-~. ·.~-.·.· -.. ~~El.·.··_·~ .. :_e"_·. _: .. ,'.•.
0
-.1,1--"'•l•-·,6•'.'''''"'·~_-_··.·.·>·.·--, .. },·.;_., : ,- ' - .,._ . ., - ·-, _._ J,_1,' ·, ., , _~1,.1..l_,1.1,. l....,(,,_._..1.'-'~-~-1,.,,-,,j· l..,,..,._,Jl../l-1,-,/-:----•-

• ,' ·- ' '.' 

For example, on photo~~ s of' lvi~~ arc see~+ p~lar . 

'~•, ~G, ~' ,-•.,•

.L., __ , .• • c.-l,._/;, 

' ' ' ·'. //"" ' ' ' ' ... ' ·,,"'"' ; ; ' 

:familiar pheno7so we can asJ;'ign the1ts,t?Jl~~-L1ilie.:c· tc;'.-restrie,l u i 

cat~_gories1/---nd whether warranted or tie ·~:be:.m. bv ahalofy thrcu'..?)1 
·,' ·_.·•·· ./_, > . . ' ' ' ,'. ' ,, '' : . ' '\ ' ' ' ··---, .... ~_:_. ! \ ' • \ \ 

theorey1.caLor analytical trE:atments to the .be:havior pt/;,:t,erns of' ,; \ 

/< . i ···· .-···· <. · , - _ _ i/r • ··• .. · ••.··. . t _ . -7--r 
s ·mlar phenomena on earth •. ..Jt give..2.-.1.~s-s--itre-a:'c-7-dea;-J::-:-c:f,.,,con:fi-d.:c;ne-~; 

' . . . 

-~;~-eea ;tri 'Lhiu' ID13.nner: we s om(t-e":1:I[e'13 end".""J.:p .. :u-at,.--0n--cJ,r,·~~~ ',, '.8:11· :fi,,.,irr,tod . . - . .•. . ·.. . . . 
~ i:illis.{has riroyen to be .both,an economiqal and reiiable;waj td1 

\ _ _:i.'··,·<,: :· <">.. ·. ·.·.·:, -<. ·:"_·_ .·,.• ·. ,· .'., ·-:_::·<-~·•" ··-->~:> 
proceed~ · It ;ssumes the u.iiivers~lity of' ceri:;ai~ physical i~1;i. 

:, I ' -•:':,:•, ,' • " >• •• ,_! 

do.not.ordinarily expect these faws t_o 'berefutea.·by 
are vt,:r1, · .. •. . · · . · . · · BA.: 

and
1
, surp:ds.ed, when thE=y·· turµ out,to belimitea. •. ~ Tne 

i) 4rct. :,,;e. v~C&v,,fe7,, 
clepartures from .. these, .known laws 

II 
lead us to the 

. . \ 

ThusJ one method of discovery is to 

what is typical can be established.( then 
~ ,, ·· .... ' ' ' 

focus our further a~tention on it~ . . . ·· •-•. -....... -.. · .. . / __ · 

·1 Man also., aB.-wa;1 of' th~ume ,p;;,:;eess OT ;,,CG)'..lG!&:¼Z~· -
1~4rl-1'p..;1.»!,.~,,,;. _ · , · .. ·· ... · . _ .. • 

n.otJ\ the s-~s. searching :for the typ.i.ce.l., searches :for ·che simple,· 

the regular., the least complex,. 

And by contrast., fu~~ attention is attracted to that which is 

most complex- that which changes most rapidly or shows the greatest 

discontinuities in the smalle,rt region - in short, that which is the 

noisiest. (However.., man may note noise in o:::-deT to av,Jid. it.) 



• 
,: - ' ,,. 

digress momentarily to review t:te concept o:: in:'.'orr:::siiop.'' ... ,..,.,-,,,-µ7'_.CC~,··--oc, 

' . . .fZ" 
~-2--ba-s4.-e-typ-e:~:f'--4!f.f'-0rmati,g,pl. ~'or pre-si:nt purposes~ve 

'.t, 

the term/information; as it .is most widely used -:- that fs<. 
. . ' ' 

senSe .~f i;;he communications eng:i.n~e:~ 1:ho defines information as th~; 

amount o:f modification which a message produce~:; in a rep:r.esentation;.: 
(yve .. st,il S't4!:! .~ w.z-y fr~ ~qr/.i//h~C~ ltc:o f-rda&:J i ·: • . ·.·. 
For examJ;Jle., if' I believe that an invasion .which. is sche_dul.ed to be 

:·,"'·' . ' -~ ; ..... ,... .,•.,.','·' ·. ··' \ 

launched at the Bay of Pigs· i~ :tO 'be Suppo;ted._Jii:a geri~;;liupri:i 

of the<population of Cubaandth~ria message com:s throJ~h.\~a~:h;\ 
, ••• • .' (, : •• ' "· ! •• ,i,' •' ' :, •,--~---' -;,_.<" .. ,'., . 

such uprising is _taking place} th/;~~uifilfin e~c~n;£✓tTI1odj_:fi~atioh•· 

. of the representation 0~ the, pidt'ure of the sit~atI~n w~iChI 
processed.in advance..' Such a messiigeJ therefore~ is ·s~id 

a great deal of information. 

Another way of putting it: a message which :j.s ';erf 

contains a great deal of' information, while' a mes1ag; wnfch 
expected contains little information. Thus_, ifi kn;t\hat 

mother plans to visit us r1.ext week a~d I receive a message :telling me 

sheplans.'to stay two weeks instead of one; this message.., although 
, ' ' ' 

modifying my picture of the situation.,. does not containvery much 
f",\,}'J-t,1, -h - /r;;";:; i; rt c-:;,',/;1~ C /-eJ fc (! Ver- j /47 fAf./~ V iif ,-f.s' 

information because ~"'-x'.Y-ttl:l:"ex:p-e-e~e..i--wG."S-·cor;::i:u1tl--eat-ea:-:--:- /' 

Information can thus lie _desr;ribed. by assuming _that the sender 

has a set of' :possible messagesJ vhich set· is also knmm to the 

receiver. There is assigned to each message of the set a certain 



• probability of occurrence. The receiver. expects. to 

probable message. A highly probable message contains 

modif'icatiOn in the. receiver's reprE;Sentation or picture o:f the 

situation; hence little inf'ormatlon. 
,·. .' '•·. . 

Let us now return to man's. tendency io 

'Ihis is nothing more than saying. thatman 1 s ·att~nt:icm 1sat 
·.· . . . wAi', "- wrt v,.._ t y. /J-e.1,,k,J fJY' · · . · · . . .. · ........ ·.. . . . . 
by phenomena11which communicate t.) .Jih him. a .:L~ge· ~mount ()f 

: I "' ' ' , < 

inf'ormation. His interest is na :;urally dray.a, t;. the
0 

U:tlllSU~l 

hencehe is structured automatica1ly .t.o. discoyer l'.l~·ithings. :/ 
... · ·••··.. : . ·.· ...... ·.· .. ··...... ·-•··\<·t/-.2·.· · .. 

Renee if we could devise an automaton which youl.d ses:;k ou\i.regions 

· of greatlinformation content,· we collld be Je~ig~i~ a s;~t~mY7hlch .: 

.. ··•·• ··. ·•· C >. ;. • i : a;ctui iia,rf~ .. 
would take note of the same th:in:ss that.• interest a manj and"-Cot;ld ·. < . 

explore in a · manner which would nia~e discover:tef3• i~• ihi i~e ~; ··~ ... 
man discovers. Renee 'a process could be ·.•designed to' scan an·'unlmowrt ·.·• 

fk .rca,.,. cov/l lie .. · •··. · . ··•. · ·. .. >C, .f/.t. rtfjt~ co,/rf f,j 
region," integrated and averaged:.to estab~ish no~s-, then,.1:.~--ea;H.::~- · 

h note which portions of' the unknown region• cl.ep~~ m~st ;frofu the typical 

parts.. The scan could be made with every- sort of' seris9r 7 s,ingly · · 

and multiply establishing typical· correlati~:ms between· parameters 
• Of' rtri~ wky f,(,,r CGrr-l l~;/1t"'h? .· 7:t.11 dpw1,i .. 

and isolating the anomalies>, This giv':s· us a. basic p:!'.'in.ciple. and a 

process upon which to design automated explorat;i.on.'. As th~ in.an · said., 
Jvuf . 

the rest are~ engineering details~ 

But this of' course is not the· case. When a communication channel 

is set up where the sender is Mother Nature herse:lf'J · there cannot be 

IDJ: a pre-arranged code. One cannot determine which of the messagesJ 

,,;, 

----·--u 
,\ 

,, 
I\ 



• 
all oI7: which are supposed to. be known bef'ore ·h2nd., I:crl,hc,:' 1[D.tu:r•~' hcc 

C,f ~,"(~-, .......... r, ... ,..., : 

intended to send us. There are dangers, in stretchinrc 
, , !fl· ·. . , ,__, 

theory too far. ') I ,. t f ·i..t.,_: ~-.,-'l(l,?> -~:-" 

E:owever) again I would like to qD.ot~ G¾b::ior: h,;.,,J,.~,,1;'1 

-- 11~h we ordinarily deal ~;rith comro.u-n!le:::ior!'{:edcy, in ,1hicfr 
. /" ;, 

upposed to be_ p::v.·e-ex:istent :Ln1~me mind.~ th2 conce:# 
, ,. , · - . , · ,:-_.~v .- - . L.r 

J" 1:, 

information 

techP:ical appl:Lcat~y·S~ than in the field uf' 

::::::::i:ae:::::~. ,:_·/:;a_-_(_

1

_:_-._~_._ :::t_t·. ::_ e: :Y::: of 
' ' ' .. "< . ,• 

is not even statistically predi2·~e~ Collifilunicaticri 

large~ in;pende~t i_n orl✓t~us ~o~ic~yfn~o 8jt'}°:1; \ ' 

::i::h:::::::~w:::_-i::;;~r~::::;1::i· 
an. d the··. math.1em.a a~t-·-_. al. the. ory of repr.·es._enta~i. on on tne~ne hand., with 

epistemology.fa the other." .· · •· . 

. ~~ here it supplies us _:,i th a .~ool to approach 

intractable problem. qfrt must be em;hasized 

nothing to do with meaning. Mean'ing is t~~d in with the r:el~v~11cy · 

or the relating to the existing body of knowledge. It is -therefore 
. . . ' . . 

possible' tha,t a message may contain a great deal of i~formation 'but 
, . .· " '' , ' . ' ; .. -~-·· . 

have no meaning. The most .unex-;iected message co~tai~s by 

definition the greatest information, but a m~ssage may be received 

which is complete gibberish (even assuming no noise).completely 

unexpected~ i.e. high informaxion but meaningless. 

As· an illustration of "j:;his 1 I have a set of slides of aerial 

photos. This set of slides are all of te=0restricl ob<iects, however, 
; 
J' 
;I 



• ' ,· ' ••• y 

those which contain a great deal of. information'· becausi: th03r 
v'rY. . (P ;-~trUft.:d v1-ews . . ··•.. ,· 

rire.s:t.. atypica¾ are sometimes not recognizable at all anc~ henc8 _. 
. ' 

least until they can be recognized}llave noi meahing, 
,.fAo.v IJ,.r,~ >J · >-, l?' .···. ·. · 

But mE;aning as well as informs.tion is :~ considerai:iion 

space E;xploration. That which woceeds fi()~ the>exist~,ngbody 
I '." \•: '" 1 ',· ·•·, ' 

scient.ific knowledge by the. hyp )thesis~obse;rvation,..e:xpi!:rixtent 
' .·.i (' :',' -.. ,:.. ·.,,- :.',, :- "/_,'·,_·.· i\.' 

will always have meaning because the manner
1
'in.;wh:Lch it is to be. 

organized. into already .known kn~wledge ia. known.:b~;or~~~hd~ This 

process is like looking for a rrissirig piece·: o;:a ji_~~~a~/~~izle 
' ., ./• < ;'.:,, :,,., ','. ... ,.,,,>, ., ,' ;, ,•,, ; ' • '.' ••,•• I ," • 

its location, Le. its meaning is known_.b~t the 

0

co{o;·Jrpai;i~zji,· 

may be expected (low informatic;n) o:r unexpE,~t~d {high :i.hfo!'IllEJ.iiori)'.~ 

On the other hand a new discovE:ryfesulti,ng fro~ the ~xplJrrtfun: 
' ' '. '•', ' '.., . . :: ,' : '," .·,'· .',' ··' ,.,, 

proce~s may or may not have mei;n:i.ng'.according t(} •. ;whetJ:ie/ it .can 

be related to the existing boay of' knowledge -- tha:t is t<) say 

if it does not fit into the jig--saw puzzle_. :it. has n<) 
' ' 

or if it .. fits, it has meaning _,.. that is, if',:tt' appears to be 

completely unrelated, no matter how large it~ infor.m~t1on hontent_.. 
. ' ·,. : ... \... : ' ' 

it has very little meaning. Later }?erhaps its meaning may emerge 

as it is related to existing knowlecl_ge~ Thus. meaning is measured by 

relevancy to existing knowledge, while infbrmation is measured by 

unexpectedness or complexity. Ihe role of meaning leads us to what 

may be termed a !!similarity th:ceshold,r: on one side of which 

phenomena detected. on other· planets may be identified with familiar 

terrestrial phenomena or recognized as extrapolations of terrestrial 



even their :reality, becomes spec.ulative. As. rilo:r~ dc,taiisd t:.nc:11ledf.!/.c 
. . ' 

of' other planets is collected., the. base of :the fs.111:lliar · against 1it1l c~~ 
' . 

· comparisons a:re made and meanill/s · der;Lved will be broadened, ,It :Ls 

perhaps. fortunate that the f1rs·l planets t,o'.be e2q)l9re~~ Hars ~:nd 
, •.: _,.;· >" . I\, 

Verius., are quite similar to.tp.e .. earth allmilng 1"~~9-Y id~ntificatior.'. 
( ,·' ·:,. ·"< 

' .: . ·.: ,, ' ' :, i _.. ' ; ~ ·: '. 

The expl9J'.'a'.:;:ior:1.of T.n"""''"' . sbbuld .extend') •of many phenomena. 
. ' . -

. . . .'· ,: .· : ',. :·.- ' :.\ 
of a.strategy of' exploration.which will create a more :ic1;~~ta,ge8us · 

similarity threshold. 

~ }e+ Be}!.~"' meaning anQtJ:ier diff'i culty in ai~~;hing an, unknoi\:>i ' 

(/ 
1

. -✓ ~. • ... or new phenome. ~on is that we are .. ~ .. ·. not.•·awar~·~thl'tge lmoi~ft~f:i'. 
~.· "' ./ .. ··,,·. 

"\. ' . ··:::" ,,,·:.'· 

pre-as.sociation in'l:~rmation. that w~•.····.··f:e~.ct ... into ..• · ;JS ... ~nTl~sjs .• : ••• 

is . illustrated ; by co~t~ing th~ 're~'~ 0 f looktft~, ~i; a~ris,J-,, p11±' 
. \. . ' . . :( i : . • < .· •.. • '. .. ··· ,\ ,. . > 

'photographs of the earth. i;n whicdiwe suppl3T\mu?h;/>f' tll~ oissing 

info=tioµ. and in looking. X◊~Ora,/hS Qi' certaf; ½t;npnlictl 
object$ such as Mars, ~;}/ewe ~e •to supl,'~Y t~~ ;spciat?"ll · 

information and cons,e~uently see much le~ th~!l in 

of a :tamili~ /"~ whichmay conta;.,; theo~J;y the s~• .. 
number of bi ts of information. And we tend to gi 11terracentri en /-·· .· '.·· ' .. ··· ... ·_ •·· ... ' 

interpre~ions because of the ter.re'strial pre-associa ·ve in:forn\ation 

we rea/in. 

A second approach to the method. of analyzing how the human 
w~ rel ~tJ ~Ii J & .;;,&)J /re.,l · ... 

being explores -amd o.ppl3i11g :.t· to the design of automated systems, 
It 

is the approach whi~h p.aSbeen successfully_ employed by Simon, ,Newell, 

and others, in deriving ;programs for adapting computers f'"~.,-::::'.:.;:'f[ 



• \ 
f'i:J replic?.te certain types of human activity, 1,mch 2,s 

translating languages, or proving theorem.._s Jn 
L "'~1 tt if,:.,,.,, 1 '; ,P-1. 1,,1,• "'~ C ,P.,,,, ), v A:,/:.: /,;h 

:--!£:1:2.~12-cle0'!""°,.t:Ses-:-em,~~~rrl:y:.,.....:>i:;1ti.:tc::~<:c'Y :.,. ·• · ·--,·,,". 

capability. of space flight, the challenge 

automaton •. 
. . 

' . . . - ' ' '. . 

Finally., we. come to the very,pre,ctica:( engineering; ask~cts of 
. . . 

the . problem: involving thE;_. parameter~ of storage capacities) . rate~ .. 
\' .. , ,'' -.>.: ' ; ,. ·).:. . <>-"' ~ 

of transmission., pow~r .limi tatiollif,, band.width limitations,, d:is 

· and(time.,, and optimization of't}1es1;:; parame·c,e::r;'S 

acquis:Ltion of knowledge. 

Tb.is subject is summed very well 

at the 1960 Symposium of .the. IF.El: ,;Electronics 'out of' 

Re . states.:: · nr:r one intercepts i:l,n occasional 

instrument system can handle· it very i::asily. · 

up a sample of rock and_ attempts to describe 

detail, that description 9an i1wol,ve ~ great many• bits .of 'infbnnatiori. 
. . . '.. <. '·.. ·, .' .' . ' ' 

And., at great distances with limited. power supply :f~r transmission: 
,, 

such a description could take. a life time. •J Renee,, this :i3 a 

situation in which the quality of t:1e data must be maxi:r:tlz.ed and the 

redundancy of information must be minirtlzed to b2 transmitted back 

to earth. Given a fixed transmission distance,, time of tr.arismission 

of' all relevant necessary data; and amount of 11eig..h:t for the 

collection of' data} .. its redll.ction,.,. synthesis) analysis,, ac1d transmission; 

1, T 



• 

• 

' ' . 

leads to this_ basic problem: How does one aLloca:'ce the 1F:.,:1.r:ht 

among :first, the experimental devices; seconcl,, the data :c"r.::uctiort 

analysis and synthesis system and the transmitter coder 

supply to achieve an optimum f'lo-F of' 0 desire~::I.nf'o:cmi:,tio11. £c·boui the 
··:·. ., . - . . . -.·- ", .. · ,· <··_ -.. <\~<~~·-:.. .·.~ .. , ,-:,_, ... n. 

ob,ject .to be. studied~_- •• ]fo~-~e.an~ W/~ig;t)'~!E,:Ill~~t)ieffici8,nt. 
c~put~r :~~ow is the h1itn~_g bei¥J:mt thel1mainte~e,nc::~~osts of 

'"" ~ ' . --, .. '·•. "--:. i, ' ~~ 
hllllla~ompu.ter in~e~je.ct.·a~n~cf'act01xhe !effi~ien~· 

co~puta~~~ , . . .. . > _. ••. ·.. · . 

Something of the order of onJ hu;dred' t()n.~ 

estimated :for a ffiR.Il to do 

Therefore our problem is,, 

compete with the hundred 

man? 

The Ru~are also· aware· 
., 



• 

In SUDril.ary, we must maximiz;e the in:for-:ctat:i.on obtai·c..-::(l ?8:r' 

',' •. " : 

o:f IJmrer:, the in:format ion obtained :per dollar e21.."J:)endi tu:2,~. vTe 

decide when hypothesis-<lerived e~eriments J;e>·best ~ma. whr:m 

systematic search J;>rograms are best. We mui3t .d.ec:ide wh:it 

epistemological systems are possible .., anff }or i.i giyen ;,µis,gion when,; . . . ,., . •,. '' ' ' ' '. . . . '' . ::: r: . ·.· ... · ') ' ' ' <-l--:' i> ' ,: 
.as 'a _ruxict1m1 of the engineerin,g ,parame·cers/ IY~7';~~1t. m2,:tK~. syD·c7l'\; · .. .. "l,i>? 

~ ... f. lo·w·· .. ·•··,ac~.a. C' y.·,< _a_nd' '.igh. fle'x~.:-~.i.t, .a'1'1~n}r,s5~1'<::'~e~;~/"'"~1"'""." 
low.~~ilit~d high ,curacy~·.~·.. /·. 

1 
... ·· •••• 

;' '.' .. , i,' .·:·'· . ',. ', - ' - . ..........,, .:: ·,; , ' '.. -.. ". 
•. ,•'•, -:•, :". ' '. ;_• • • •• ; ' •. " ,;. ,'.~ • I •: _' 

B:i.n,ce. itfe. need the high flexibility sys;~ems first. and t~ere . is > . 
fl,g &411::; .w,;1/,,e~ti>rl J/0//,d,ffc ✓1Jfirv<~e 

a long delay bef'.ore manned sis~ems11 wiU be ... ~~eacly :for,sJ?ace.,· t:P.~ 
.···:·-. ··._ ' .··· .. :_·:·:-.•··,,,·,··>:·:.,. ,. ,,:,':. ·,, . ., :·,· - :,~,\·: -_ .. ·:·. ·\ .'. -':• ~' .. _:·-.,: 

.. · devflopment of\flexible decisio11 ... making i:p.strument systems. seems 
·'/_/.. < '.:/!.".,,, ·:·\: ', __ .-.·. . ,. "//' 

a ~atter o:f iIIlillediate concern .. :'.It apllor~srrL of th~ scien't;ific 

age~hatitli f~ture is detennit:~ by-ih: iuesti~~s ve ask mid:'the ... 
, . ·... ti;,.:( dftt v:,-k~ t~ iv4 Ni, f/i,i;7 (~: ~i4tf .... 

prob_ienis w~ undertake' ~ii···:-~ I·· can only 

··problem now~ 
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